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 1. What meaning do the following prefixes add? Find another example 

for each of the prefixes. Share them with the whole class. 
1. self-conscious 
2. anti-abortion     pro-abortion 
3. non-fiction 
4. pre-war     post-war 
5. reuse 

 
(      .) 

 2. Change these words using the prefixes in the box so that they have an 
opposite meaning. There is an example at the beginning (0). 

 
mis-    un-    dis-    ir-    il-    in-    im- 

0. incorrect 3. adequate 6. conscious 
1. believable 4. qualified 7. personal 
2. obedient 5. avoidable 8. legal 

 
 

For each of the adjectives or verbs in A, write its opposite in B using 
a prefix. 
   A    B 

1. kind    unkind 
2. honest 
3. credible 
4. appear 
5. pleased 
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 4. Make new words with the base words, using the suffixes and / or 

negative prefixes. Sometimes you need to make small changes to the spelling. Share 
ideas with the whole class. How many new words did you make altogether? From 
which base word did you make the most new words? 

Prefix Base Word Suffix 
in- 
un- 
im- 
il- 
ir- 

dis- 
mis- 

conscious 
help 
kind 
loyal 
polite 

relevant 
sense 

success 
thought 

understand 
use 

-able/ -ible 
-ful 

-(t)ive 
-less 
-cy 

-(i)ty 
-ment 
-ness 

 
 

 5. Write in the other parts of speech. Mark the stress. 
Adjective Noun Verb 

enter'taining   
 fun  
  de'velop 
 'poison  
 'trainer  

 
 

 7.) 
Make a word or compound word to match the description. 

1. a spoon used for putting sugar in tea   ..teaspoon  
2. a cloth put on the table at meal times    
3. a metal device for opening bottles    
4. a pot in which tea is made      
5. an electrical appliance for making toast   
6. a cup specially made for coffee     

 7. Put the information before the noun. 
Look at these examples of number + noun + noun. 
a three-mile walk, a sixteen-year-old girl, a ten-hour flight 
These are expressions of measurement before a noun. Note that the number and the 
first noun are joined with a hyphen, and that the first noun is usually in the singular. 
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1. a note that is worth ten pounds 
2. a language course that lasts four week 
3. a drive that takes three hours  
4. a meal that consists of three courses 
5. a holiday that lasts two weeks 

 
-

 
How many compounds can make by combining a word from A with a 

word from B? There is sometimes more than one for each word in A. Use your 
dictionary to help. Compare your words in groups. Check the meanings. 

A B 
book     video     speed      
light     time      remote      
word     food     air      
radio     junk     computer 

food     shop     table     mail      maker      worm 
conditioned     software     perfect     bomb recorder      
processor     headed      token     controlled   
consuming     limit     poisoning     bulb   boat          

 9. How many new words can you make by combining a word on the left 
with a word on the right? Use your dictionary to help with the meaning and the 
spelling.  

home work        made        trained        wife        sick        plant        proud        town      
coming         less        grown        bound        keeping        warming house 

  
 10. Put one word in each box to form three compound nouns. Remember 

that some compound nouns are written as one word, some as two words, and some are 
hyphenated. Check the spelling in your dictionary.  

a)  
            test 

 pressure 
             donor 

b) 
           camp 
 building 
           bomb 

c) 
          fall 
 melon 
           skiing 

d) 
           house 
 grocer 
           salad 

e) 
           club 
 mare 
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           shift 

 
 11. In the group of words in the chart, the nouns end in an unvoiced 

sound ([s], [f], [T]), and the verbs end in voiced sound ([z], [v], [D]). Complete the 
chart with the words and the phonetics. Sometimes the vowel sound changes, and 
sometimes the spelling changes. 

Noun Verb 
advice   [qdvQIz] 
  to use  
 [bIlJf]   
   [rIlJf] 
breath    

 
 12. A. Look at these words. Where is the stress when the word is used as 

 
 a) export  d) increase  g) refund  j) transport 
 b) import  e) progress  h) produce  k) insult 
 c) decrease  f) record  i) permit  l) protest 

B. Ask another student to practise the words. Give instructions like this. 
Student 1: c as a noun! 
Student 2: 'decrease  
Student 1: g as a verb!  
Student 2: re'fund 

 13. A. These words have different meanings according to the stress. 
Check the meaning and the pronunciation in your dictionary. 
 a) refuse  c) minute  e) content  g) invalid 
 b) present  d) desert  f) object  h) contract 

B. Ask another student to practise the words. 
Student 1: g as a noun! 
Student 2: 'invalid  
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 14. Complete the sentences with one of the words. 

1. It is my  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.   
6.  
7.  

 15. Fill the gaps with one of the words in its correct form. 
1. 

oil, beef, and whisky. 
2.  
3. 

sports. 
4. People usually buy CDs these days. Not many peop  
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